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Mapping Genomes

• Cytological Maps
• Genetic Maps
• Physical Maps

















Cytological Maps
• Giemsa-banded

• SKY/CGH Database (Spectral Karyotyping
and Comparative Genomic Hybridization)

CGH is based on quantitative two-color fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH).

• Radiation hybrid





Figure 1. A metaphase spread after SKY hybridization. The 
RGB image demonstrates cytogenetic abnormalities in a cell from 
a secondary leukemia cell line. Arrows indicate some of the many 
chromosomal translocations in this cell line. 



High resolution of cytogenetic mapping

Radiation hybrid mapping
The technique depend on the fact that human/rodent hybrid 
will retain only a few human chromosomes.

These human chromosome will stably inherited in a clone of 
cells.  

Radiation hybrid
is a rodent cell that contains fragments of chromosomes from
a second organism.
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Genetic Map

A description of the relative order of genetic   
markers in which the distance between markers is   
expressed as units of recombination. 

In human autosomal euchromatin, 1cM ~ 1000 kb.

Markers on different chromosomes are 50 cM apart.



Mapped features that are not genes are 
called DNA markers. 

For examples, RFLP, SSLP, SNP

RFLP = restriction fragment length polymorphism

SSLP = Simple sequence length polymorphism,

e.g., minisatellite, microsatellite

SNP = Single nucleotide polymorphism





Microsatellite marker



Fig. 11.14b



Fig. 11.15



Figure 9.10



At least 1.42 million SNP, 
only 100,000 of which result in an RFLP. 





Physical Map
• An assembly of contiguous stretches of 

chromosomal DNA-contig in which the 
distance between landmark sequences of DNA 
is expressed in kilobases. 

• It can be the first step in the assembly of a 
complete genome sequence.
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Figure 9.18









Figure 9.3



Alignment of cytological, physical and genetic maps



When YAC was less than 20kb
in size, centromere function 
was impaired.



Major Drawback with YAC

1. Manipulation of large DNA in liquid and keeping intact  
before transformation is very difficult.

2. 10-60% of YAC clones in existing libraries represent 
chimaeric DNA sequences 
[sequences from different regions of the genome 
cloned into a single YAC]

3. Many clones are unstable and tend to delete internal 
regions from their inserts. 

4. Unlike plasmid vectors in bacteria, YAC has a structure 
very similar to natural yeast chromosomes. Thus, its 
separation requires PFGE.



E. Coli transducting phage P1
& E. Coli sex factor F

PAC (P1-derived artifical
chromosome)





Bacterial artificial chromosomes
(BAC)







Note! The size of insert is not the only feature of importance.

Potential advantages of the BAC & PAC systems over YAC 
include: <1> lower levels of chimaerism; <2> easy of library  

generation; <3> easy manipulation & isolation of insert DNA; 

BAC faithfully than YAC or cosmid counterparts
BAC is excellent substrates for shotgun seq analysis.
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